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MILLENNIUM
NXTGEN

Ready for
the future?
Millennium Nxtgen, a new generation of
future-proof carpet tiles. Get the best of
both worlds through the collection’s refined
design and classic elegance.
Available in 36 colours and translated into
a result that is definitely out of this world,
Millennium Nxtgen transforms spaces at
lightspeed. Millennium Nxtgen is made out
of 100% regenerated ECONYL® yarn
derived from recovered fishing nets and
other waste materials.
Ready for a new dimension of commercial
interior design? Mix & match Millennium
Nxtgen with the 9 compatible colours of
the dual Txture x Mxture collection.
Check out the full colour palette on
www.modulyss.com
Millennium Nxtgen 915, 918, 989

Millennium Nxtgen 200, 684, 695
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Millennium Nxtgen 817, 907, 918
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TXTURE X MXTURE

Mxture 684

Architectural design
Txture x Mxture introduces an
intriguing mix of tip-sheared loop
textures inspired by architectural
design. The collection’s unique multilevel structure enhances both Txture’s
plank design and Mxture’s geometrical
pattern.
At once cutting-edge and timeless,
the two collections are a sure favourite
for commercial spaces.

Txture and Mxture come in 9 sophisticated contract colours for every
style and taste. A versatile pair that
invites to freely mix & match with our
Millennium Nxtgen collection.
Both carpet tile collections are made
from 100% regenerated ECONYL®
yarn derived from recovered fishing
nets and other waste materials.
Check out the full colour palette on
www.modulyss.com

Txture 961, 957

mix &
match
Mxture 914 & Millennium Nxtgen 915, 989
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MOTION /// VISION

Create your own
choreography
Change the rhythm of your space. The
Motion /// Vision carpet tile collection
moves fluidly; colours flowing into
dynamic texture and shifting patterns.
Create your own choreography with the
driving colour gradient of Motion and the
effortless texture of Vision.
Two high-powered and flexible collections,
Motion is available in 12 colours, Vision
available in 13 colours, striding from punk
greens and acid yellows through petrol
blues and chromatics. Embrace them as
soloists, delight in the synchronicity of
duets, or harness the diversity of collectives; and bring the impact of your own
rhythm to spaces.

Did you know?
The yarns and colours found within
Motion and Vision have been
developed by the modulyss R&D
team and were produced in-house
at Balta ITC; a result of the unique
synergies afforded to Balta Group.
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Watch the video

vimeo/modulyssnv
Explore the inspiration behind
Motion /// Vision, a new era of product
innovation for modulyss.
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Motion 210
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modulyss designer
Vision 210

All the colours of Motion and Vision are available
in the modulyss designer! Start designing now at
designer.modulyss.com and create your own
unique floor in the blink of an eye.
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Turning down the heat

Global warming

C

2RE

is probably the world’s most serious challenge and
threatens our society & future generations. We all need to
do what we can to improve the situation as fast as possible.
Here at modulyss, we’re rising to this global challenge
and selected carpet tiles are now available with low
CO2 emissions in our CO2RE CO2 reduction initiative.

,
The planet s getting warmer
It’s well proven that human activities are making the planet
warmer and that we need to cool it down pretty quickly.
One of the biggest contributors to global warming comes
from CO2 emissions of the modern world and by working
together to reduce these, we can have a lasting, more
positive impact on future generations.

CO2 Reduction Initiative

No matter how big or small the actions, we should all do our
bit to reduce our CO2 emissions as much as possible and
that’s where our CO2RE initiative comes in.
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Here at modulyss we’ve been working to reduce our carbon
footprint since 2008, taking huge steps in making our
products and production processes less impactful on the
planet. All of these have helped considerably in reducing our
CO2 emissions. But just like any other company, for now it’s
impossible to reach zero emissions through production and
operational improvements alone. When producing carpet
tiles, there is an unavoidable small footprint left behind, but
we are determined to do something about it.
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Why Offset?
Currently, the raw materials and technology available lag
behind our ambition to make carpet tiles CO2 neutral through
manufacturing alone. So, with this current situation, we’ve
decided that the CO2 offset principle of CO2RE is better
placed to respond to the challenges ahead. Of course, we
are always looking for solutions in-house to improve our
material usage and manufacturing; but simply put, at this
stage the investment required is prohibitively expensive for
the CO2 reduction achieved. We want to reduce our climate
impact as much as possible and so for now, we’ve chosen
to support climate projects.

Handcraft Collection - Grind 130

Empowering
your project
with CO2RE
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Global warming is probably the
world’s most serious challenge and
threatens our society & future generations. At modulyss, we’re rising to
this global challenge and selected
carpet tiles that are now available with
low CO2 emissions in our CO2RE,
CO2 reduction initiative.

Climate project - Paradigm project Kenya

Making a change!
We’ve been working to reduce our
carbon footprint already since 2008.
All our actions have helped considerably in reducing our CO2 emissions.
But just like any other company, when
producing carpet tiles, there is an
unavoidable small footprint left behind.

Every credit currently goes to the
Paradigm project in Kenya created
to positively impact poverty, as well
as reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
The social enterprise also considers
Kenya’s growing population and
changing landscape where natural
resources are becoming more precious.

Why offset?

The process is a simple one!

Currently, the raw materials and
technology available lag behind our
ambition to make carpet tiles CO2
neutral through manufacturing alone.
So for now, we’ve decided that the
CO2 offset principle is better placed
to respond to the challenge ahead
and we’ve chosen to support climate
projects.
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CO2RE comes as standard on the
Handcraft collection; Moss, Leaf,
Willow and Grind and is available on
request on all other modulyss carpet
tile collections. modulyss & CO2logic,
Belgium’s leading authority on this
subject, calculate remaining greenhouse
gas emissions for your project. This
value is turned into a CO2 equivalent
for which credits are purchased. With
those credits, modulyss supports a
certified climate project to the full CO2
equivalent.
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CO2RE comes as
standard on
the Handcraft
collection

The process is a simple one
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1

CO2RE comes as standard on the Handcraft collection;
Moss, Leaf, Willow and Grind.
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Available on request on all other modulyss carpet tile
collections.
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modulyss & CO2logic calculate remaining greenhouse
gas emissions for your project.
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This value is turned into a CO2 equivalent for which
credits are purchased.
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With those credits, modulyss supports a certified climate
project to the full CO2 equivalent.
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Currently, modulyss supports the Paradigm project so it
can further reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
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Through CO2RE the production of the carpet tiles for
your project now are CO2 neutral.
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1 cookstove
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Handcraft Collection - Moss, Leaf & Willow 130

product

Making it neutral
Carbon offsetting is a proven model that means we can
achieve a low CO2 status for our carpet tiles.
Selecting just how best to offset our CO2 emissions is no
easy task and so we’ve partnered with Belgium’s leading
authority on the subject, CO2logic. They have worked
with us to make sure CO2RE delivers a long-term sustainable
model for our offsetting.

Begin your path to
certified CO2 neutral carpet tiles
from modulyss by getting in touch here.
Call +32 (0)52 80 80 80
or mail info@modulyss.com
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An enterprising solution
Every credit currently goes to the Paradigm
project in Kenya created to positively impact
poverty, as well as reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. The social climate project
contributes positively to many UN Sustainable
Development Goals and also considers Kenya’s
growing population in a changing landscape
where natural resources are becoming more
precious every year that passes.

we help reduce greenhouse
gas emissions in kenya.

35% CO2

REDUCTION

Climate project - Paradigm project Kenya
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Watch the video

vimeo/modulyssnv
Carbon offsetting is a proven model that
means we can achieve a low CO2 status for
our carpet tiles. Find out all about our CO2RE
process in this video.
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50 PROJECTS TO SHARE

Meet modulyss
In a selection of 50 projects worldwide
modulyss offers architectural carpet tile
solutions for commercial spaces such as
offices, banks, public buildings, schools,
universities and hotels. We’ve realised
prestigious projects all over the world.
From the EU headquarters and NATO to
Chicago O’hare International Airport and the
Coca-Cola offices. But we are just as enthusiastic about smaller projects that allow us to
unleash our creative potential.

designer.modulyss.com
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steps to create
your floor with
designer.modulyss.com
The modulyss designer is an online tool to
design your own floor in five easy steps.
Choose from a wide variety of carpet tile
collections, patterns and grids. Give your
creativity free rein and just mix & match as
much as you like!
Once you are satisfied with your floor design,
calculate how many tile boxes you need to
create your own floor plan.

1. SPACE
-

Select a room type.
Alter dimensions of the room.
Select where the laying pattern should
start.

DISCOVER OUR
NEW WEBSITE
www.modulyss.com

2. GRID
-

Available online at
www.modulyss.com

Hotels, offices and public spaces require
a specific approach when it comes to
floor coverings in terms of quality, mood
and technical requirements. It’s our aim to
help you create an environment of comfort
and well-being through a unique design
approach.

Select a grid, it defines how the tiles
are layed.

3. COLLECTIONS
-

Take a pick from our collections.
Filter on colour, pattern and quality.

4. FILL
-

Select a base colour to fill your floor
space.

5. CUSTOMISE
-

Change colours, make patterns or
random fill your floor space with the
randomise option.

When done, export your design to get all
the information you need to create your very
own floor plan.

We’ve got a new phone number!
T +32 (0)52 80 80 80

Need help?
Watch the instruction video of
the modulyss designer on our
Vimeo or YouTube channel.

modulyss®
Zevensterrestraat 21
B 9240 Zele
T +32 (0)52 80 80 80
F +32 (0)52 80 82 00
info@modulyss.com
www.modulyss.com
designer.modulyss.com

bound to be modular

